Set yourself apart with employers!

If you are looking for a way to set yourself apart with employers, our professional development programs are designed to complement your degree and help you to build professional skills. Many of these programs have been approved by UNSW Advantage as eligible for recognition on your AHEGS.

AccSoc Development Program

The AccSoc Development Program is one of the Accounting Society’s initiatives in ensuring our community is prepared for the obstacles in their degree and the professional world.

You will work with your mentor (...
**Arc Philanthropy**

Arc Philanthropy (Phil’) volunteers put the fun in fundraising through bake sales, barbecues, the Charity Concert, Personal Challenges and the 24 Hour Fun-A-Thon. Phil’ volunteers make a huge difference by uniting...

**Arc Wellness**

Arc Wellness volunteers (Wellness Warriors) are a growing tribe of students making a difference. Wellness Warriors are passionate about spreading awareness about easy changes students can make in their daily lives to...
Australasian Union of Jewish Students

AUJS UNSW hosts a variety of campus events for Jewish students.

We provide a wide variety of political, social and educational activities based on our four pillars – Judaism, Zionism, Pluralism and Activism.

Australian Business Essentials

Australian Business Essentials is a personal and professional development program for UNSW Business School Postgraduate International Students.

It offers the opportunity to develop for students to develop their...
Blitz

Producing content by students for students, Blitz is UNSW's publication hub for everything pop culture, entertainment and What's On on campus.

The Blitz volunteer team is comprised of students meeting, planning...

Business School Conversation Classes

The Business School Conversation Classes bring together students from various backgrounds to encourage networking and friendship, while fostering continuing conversation and communication development.

The...

CFA Institute Research Challenge
CFA Institute Research Challenge

The CFA Institute Research Challenge is an annual global competition that provides university students from business schools with hands-on mentoring and intensive training in financial analysis. Students work in...

Construction Management and Property Work Experience Program

Producing work-ready graduates is extremely important in the construction management and property industry. Work-ready graduates will increase the reputation and standing of the program in the construction and...

Data Science and Decisions Student Ambassador Program
**Data Science and Decisions Student Ambassador Program**

A limited number of one-year Student Ambassadorships are available to female students enrolled in the UNSW Bachelor of Data Science and Decisions program.

The primary role of a Student Ambassador is to assist...

**Engineering Industries Program**

The Engineering Industries program aims to help students gain an understanding into the engineering industry in a holistic manner through engineering case studies. In the program workshops, students are given an...
eReuse

eReuse is a volunteer program that refurbishes donated computers and laptops, salvaging and recycling broken units, and donating refurbished units to community groups and students in need.

Responsibilities

Framework

Framework is Arc @ UNSW Art & Design's Experimental and Critical Arts Journal. FRAMEWORK aims to facilitate, promote, and celebrate expanded forms of arts writing and critical dialogue around our campus.

...
Graduate Advantage Program

The Graduate Advantage Program (GAP) partners with some of Australia's leading companies to deliver an intense and unique professional development program for students, designed to give you the "graduate advantage"...

Inter-Varsity Tech Literacy Series - WaiMASTERCLASS

The Inter-Varsity Tech Literacy Series - WaiMASTERCLASS aims to empower female business students with technology skills so that they are equipped with the skills to initiate their careers within an industry that...
Interchange

Interchange is open to all UNSW international students. It is an active learning journey designed to help you find your inner entrepreneur and develop your professional skills, including communication,...

Kudos Offsite: Offsite Art projects

The Kudos Offsite: Offsite Art Projects program comprises of approximately 6 large scale art projects to occur approximately bimonthly for the duration of 2021.

In this program students have the opportunity to...
**Kudos Online**

Kudos Shop is designed to offer students their first opportunity to sell their work online via an online store.

Students will be introduced and gain experience in what it means to operate a small business as an...

**Kudos Online: Kudos Digital Art Projects**

The Kudos Online: Digital Art Projects program comprises of approximately 20 digital art projects per year selected from two open call outs.

In this program students have the opportunity to be mentored through...
Leadership Foundations

Leadership Foundations is a leadership development program, which aims to empower students to develop core leadership skills in self-awareness, wellbeing and resilience, effective team relationships and building...

Live Chat with a Student Mentor

Chatting to a Student Mentor is a great way to access confidential, personalised support online!

Go online and speak with a Live Chat Mentor who is a trained and experienced student who knows about UNSW's...
Material Exchange

The Art and Design Material Exchange aims to promote ideologies of sustainability, both environmentally and economically within the context of a creative arts practice.

The program comprises of a material...

Mentor for Personalised English Language Enhancement (PELE) Program

The UNSW Personalised English Language Enhancement (PELE) program is a self-directed English enhancement program open to commencing and continuing students studying Arts & Social Sciences disciplines. This...
Public Speaking Society

UNSW Public Speaking Society seeks to serve all students who have a keen interest in developing or improving public speaking, communication and leadership skills.

This club brings together students from all...

Residential Tutor

The residential tutor program allows for junior residents to be guided throughout college life by an experienced leadership team.
**Shadow Board**

The Shadow Board is a diverse group of students who advise the Dean and Faculty Leadership Team in relation to all aspects of the Student Experience.

The purpose of the Shadow Board is to leverage insights from...

---

**Student Legal Education Group**

The Student Legal Education Group (SLEG) was founded at UNSW over 30 years ago by students with a passion to improve access to justice, providing minority disadvantaged groups with basic legal knowledge and...

**Sydney School of Entrepreneurship**
Sydney School of Entrepreneurship

Short courses in design thinking and entrepreneurship skills.

Your journey of discovery, creation and innovation starts here. Our courses offer something for everyone, no matter what your career, discipline or...

Talented Students Program

The TSP is designed for students to taste research from the onset of their degree programs. They are introduced to academics throughout the Faculty of Science, attend events and research seminars and are given the...
Tharunka Magazine

Founded in 1953, Tharunka is UNSW's longest-running student publication acting as the university political, social and cultural journal.

By contributing content, students have the opportunity to have their work...

The Education Society’s AWE Program

The Education Society’s AWE (Assessment Workshop EDST) program aims to provide both the coaches and the coached the opportunity to increase their educational knowledge and experience.

Coaches are trained to...
Univative

Univative is a higher education consultancy competition. It is a unique inter-university, inter-discipline, inter-cultural student employability program where student teams devise innovative solutions for genuine...

UNSW Business School Career Mentoring Program

The UNSW Business School Career Mentoring Program connects students with an experienced business professional (either Alumni or Industry mentor) and provides an opportunity for students to gain advice and...
UNSW Career Discovery Mentoring Program

The Career Discovery Mentoring Program connects UNSW students from their second year of study onwards with established industry professionals, providing students with a significant opportunity to focus on career...

UNSW Cloud Services and Marketing Society

UNSW Cloud is a student run, non-commercial cloud computing platform.

It provides practical opportunities for UNSW students through workshops and events so that they can experience cloud computing at its best...
UNSW Co-Nnections

Term 3 Internship applications now open! Read the Info Pack to find out more and check eligibility. Expressions of Interest close July 26th

Co-NNECTIONS is a unique professional development program...

UNSW Computer Enthusiasts Society

We are the UNSW Computer Enthusiasts Society, or PCSoc.

Our aim is to provide opportunities for members to learn about and interact with computers and the computer hardware industry by connecting them with...
UNSW Data Science Peer Mentoring Program

As a Data Science Peer Mentor you will provide support to first year students making the transition into UNSW.

You’ll be using your knowledge and experience to guide new students through their first trimester...

UNSW Engineering Society ACE Program

ACE is a six-week, AHEGS-accredited program which provides opportunities for you to learn the foundations of consulting and its importance across various engineering disciplines. With the guidance of a mentor, you...
UNSW Engineering Society VDP Program

The VDP program aims to elevate engineering students by equipping them with the critical soft skills required to become a successful well-rounded engineer. As a participant, you will attend 3 workshops run by EngSoc...

UNSW Esports Club

UNSW Esports Club aims to foster the growth and promotion of Esports, both in elite competition and as a general gaming community.

The Club aims to develop player talent and support team building at the...
UNSW Finance and Banking Society (FINSOC)

The Finance and Banking Society (FINSOC) is a prestigious constituent society with branches operating in three universities: the University of New South Wales, the University of Sydney and the Australian National...
**UNSW Hero Program**

The UNSW Hero Program (UNSW Heroes) helps prepare graduates to take on the challenges imposed by a rapidly evolving workplace by equipping them with an innovative and entrepreneurial mindset, critical thinking and...

**UNSW Law Revue**

An annual comedy sketch show first held in 1976, UNSW Law Revue is not just a stage production — it is an experience. Whilst Law Revue is renowned for its jaw-...

**UNSW Leadership Program**
UNSW Leadership Program

The UNSW Leadership Program is a personal and professional development program open to all students to complete alongside their degree.

Students participate in Leadership Training to develop professional skills...

UNSW Master of Translation Interpreting Peer Mentoring Program

The UNSW Master of Translation Interpreting Peer Mentoring Program is aimed to create a collaborative learning environment where students help each other with newly acquired knowledge and skills in the field of...

UNSW Professional Development Program (Workplace Experience)
**UNSW Professional Development Program (Workplace Experience)**

Starting a career as an international student in a new country can be challenging, which is why UNSW brings you the Professional Development Program! Explicitly designed for international students, the program covers...

---

**UNSW Student Life**

---

**UNSWweetened Literary Journal**

UNSWweetened is UNSW's annual literary journal, featuring the best in student creative writing, fiction, poetry and essays.

Students who join the volunteer team have the opportunity to curate and edit written...
Volunteer Army

Volunteer Army connects UNSW students with volunteering opportunities, fostering student engagement with the wider community.

Partnering with a massive variety of charities and not-for-profit organisations,...

Women In Technology Empowerment Program

The Empowerment Program aims to encourage and inspire female students, primarily interested in the technology industry. They are able to obtain professional development by further building hard and soft skills in...

Youth Leadership Experience
Youth Leadership Experience

Youth Leadership Experience for Term 3
By signing up to our Youth Leadership Experience, you will gain access to our exclusive workshops, webinars and events.
We provide quality programs for young people to...